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Introduction to the Collection

The papers in Systemic Functional Linguistics and Critical Discourse Analysis:
Studies in Social Change were originally presented at the 28th International
Systemic Functional Congress. Each paper expands on the theme of the
Congress: 'Interfaces: Systemic Functional Grammar and Critical Discourse
Analysis' by examining a broad range of current social changes. The volume begins by focusing on theoretical issues that arise from social, political,
and economic transformations, and then presents studies of the ways in
which such transformations affect national and institutional identity.
The SFL and CDA Connection
Researchers, who work in Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) and Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), share several commonalities, three of which
we wish to highlight here. First, they share a view of language as a social
construct, looking at the role of language in society and at the ways in which
society has fashioned language. The second commonality, to which the first
leads, is their shared dialectical view of language in which particular discursive events influence the contexts in which they occur and the contexts
are, in turn, influenced by these discursive events. Third, as Phil Graham
notes in his paper in this collection, 'both [SFL and CDA] emphasize the
cultural and historical aspects of meaning'.
Yet, these two fields are also very different. To begin, SFL is a functionally based theory, developed during the past 45 years, which examines the
functions that language has evolved to serve in society. Such a view involves
the examination of 'real' language events to understand the purposes language serves in a variety of contexts, and to understand the way language
itself functions. Systemic functional linguists, then, study how meanings
are made in different contexts; they have also focused on the teaching of
English as a first and second language as well as on discourse analysis of a
wide range of discursive events.
Linguists such as Roger Fowler, Gunther Kress, Robert Hodge, and Tony
Trew, on the other hand, developed CDA as one branch of discourse analysis in the 1970s in East Anglia, UK. It is basically, as Tuen A. van Dijk (2001:
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96) says, 'analysis with an attitude' - analysis of different public discursive
events that explores the relation between language and power and the ways
in which language is being used to produce, maintain, and reproduce positions of power through discursive means. As Kress (1995) notes, the intention of CDA is to move the linguistic field into a domain of social and
political relevance and, thus, provide a social critique by documenting
structures of inequality. Therefore, the aim of CDA is to use analysis not
only to reveal structures of domination, but also to effect change in the way
power is wielded, maintained, and reproduced in social organizations and
relationships.
Furthermore, CDA is unlike SFL because it is an approach towards (or as
some have preferred, a perspective on) the examination of social problems
manifested discursively, that is, it is neither a methodology nor a theory of
language. This issue has been discussed by Ruth Wodak, who, in her
thoughtful appraisal of CDA (2002: 12), identifies the need to operationalize theories that relate linguistic dimensions with social ones. She also notes
that a 'mixed bag' of linguistic theories has been used in CDA without any
particular grammatical theory. Michael Meyer, in the same volume (2001:
18), echoes this, saying that 'there is no guiding theoretical viewpoint that
is consistently used within CDA, nor do the CDA protagonists proceed
consistently from the area of theory to the field of discourse and then back
to theory'.
One of the intentions, then, of this collection is to connect CDA
explicitly to SFL by explaining and illustrating their relationship more
completely in terms of theory and application. This volume draws these two
fields into one context, as it were, so that elements of both can be
(re) considered. The result is not quite a marriage between SFL and CDA
but a firmer 'relationship' between the two. The authors in this volume
extend parameters for examining the relations between language and society, between language and power, and between language and social
change.
Looking Backward

One way to situate the ties between these two fields is to examine CDA
origins and developments in relation to SFL through a brief survey of the
major works that have focused on the role of SFL in CDA for approximately the last 30 years, that is, the lifetime of CDA itself. Any such survey is,
of course, selective and inevitably leaves out many important works; however, for the purposes of putting the current collection in context, we will
highlight some seminal researchers in CDA who have focused, to differing
degrees, on SFL elements in their frameworks and analyses. As this survey
will show, early researchers examined the connections between language
and social structure through SFL analysis of metafunctional components
and studied the meanings in lexicogrammatical selections and patterns.
As CDA matured as a field of study, however, some analysts developed areas
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of CDA outside of SFL; nevertheless, all researchers in CDA acknowledge
that SFL is centrally important to the critical study of situated language
events.
The first major work that connects SFL and CDA is Language and Control, edited by Fowler et al. and published in 1979. As Fowler and Kress
(Fowler et al. 1979: 185) note, central to its thesis is the notion that 'ideology is linguistically mediated . . .' Each study in that volume draws on one
or more SFL components to carry out analyses, primarily of media. In
'Critical Linguistics', one of the major chapters of the book, Fowler and
Kress outline the metafunctional features that they indicate as useful in
critical analysis. They focus on: the ideational, or what they call the grammar
of transitivity; the interpersonal, or in their terms the grammar of modality; and
the textual, in which they examine transformations such as nominalizations
and passivization as well as classification in terms of lexical patterns. They
also introduce but do not examine coherence, referring readers to what
has become the 'bible' on this topic: Cohesion in English by Halliday and
Hasan (1976). The central thesis in both Language and Control and its
companion volume, Language as Ideology, by Hodge and Kress, also published in 1979, is that language is an instrument of control in the sense that
'linguistic forms allow significance to be conveyed and to be distorted'
(Hodge and Kress 1979: 6).
The next major work in CDA appearing a decade later, in 1989, was
Norman Fairclough's Language and Power, in which he provided an introduction to the critical study of discourse by carefully setting out CDA
theory: its intentions, its goals, and its basic tenets as well as providing a
model for analysis. As with earlier works in CDA, much of his analytical
framework is based on SFL theory. Another influential work is Jay Lemke's
Textual Politics, published in 1995. While Lemke does not work within the
CDA model, his critical language perspective has similar features, which is
not surprising since he adopts a social semiotic model, which, as Martin
suggests (1998: 9-10), is one '. . . of the transdisciplinary fields (the other
being CDA) . . . which has emerged to close the gap between textual and
social analysis'. The last major work we wish to note is Language in the News,
written by Fowler and published in 1996. In that volume, Fowler extends
critical language study, also rooting his analysis in SFL as is evident in his
focus on transitivity, transformations, lexical structure, and modality,
particularly in Chapter 5. Finally, although we do not have the space to
outline many other developments in CDA with connections to SFL,
important studies have appeared in two major CDA journals: Discourse and
Society and Discourse Processes.
The CDA strand outlined above has the closest ties to SFL; however, there
are two other important lines of enquiry in CDA, which, while acknowledging SFL as a linguistic approach favourable to the critical study of language, have moved in different directions. One such strand, headed by van
Dijk, stresses the socio-cognitive aspects of analysis and focuses on the
macro-structure of texts with only some attention paid to what he calls local
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semantic features. Wodak and the Vienna School, another strand, emphasize
the discourse-historical approach which is concerned with more fully contextualizing analyses through consideration of broad historical contexts;
nevertheless, Wodak (2002: 8) also states that 'an understanding of the
basic claims of Halliday's grammar and his approach to linguistic analysis is
essential for a proper understanding of CDA'.
There is, then, a solid tradition that links SFL and CDA from the very
advent of Critical Linguistics (CL), the precursor to CDA. However, it is
appropriate now to emphasize and extend the dimensions of this connection because SFL provides a solid methodology that can, as Gregory
(2001) states, help preserve CDA from ideological bias - a view which
echoes Martin's point (2000) that one of the strengths of SFL for CDA is
to ground concerns with power and ideology in detailed analysis of texts in
real contexts of language use, thereby making it possible for the analyst to
be explicit, transparent, and precise.
Organization of the Collection
We have divided Systemic Functional Linguistics and Critical Discourse Analysis:
Studies in Social Change into Theoretical and Applied Sections. However, it
should be noted at the outset that the line between theoretical and applied
is often blurred and indistinct. We have retained the two categories to
reflect the researchers' purposes: the authors in the Theoretical Section
analyse data to illustrate components of SFL theory and CDA
approaches, that is, the texts they have selected are supportive rather than
constitutive of their papers. On the other hand, the authors in the Applied
Section concentrate on discoursal events and their conclusions are based
on, and primarily apply to, these events. The Applied Section is itself further divided into two thematic categories: 'National Identity' in which
authors demonstrate how discourse is used to create or alter national/
cultural representations; and 'Institutional Identity' in which authors focus
on discourses that structure and are, in turn, structured by institutions in
education, government, and industry.
Theoretical Section

Opening the Theoretical Section is 'Analysing Discursive Variation' in
which Ruqaiya Hasan explores the meaning of discursive variation and its
role in social change. Focusing on the causes and results of dialectical and
diatypic variation, Hasan insists that, in order to understand the role of
discourse in social change, it is necessary to first understand what produces
discursive variation and what the variation itself produces - views encapsulated in two central questions: 'Does discursive variation produce social
change?' and 'Does social stability presuppose discursive consistency?' In
pursuing these questions, Hasan stresses that it is as important to understand the discursive property active in social change as it is to recognize
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'how the "genres of power" grow, what nurtures some diatypic varieties,
how, with what results'. Finally, she suggests that understanding how and
why language works in society is equally significant to the social critique of
discourse.
In addition, Hasan notes that one has to study and understand not only
unique texts, but also the unique in relation to the systematic so that we can
begin to appreciate 'how we ourselves contribute most probably unknowingly to [the] pathology [of the system or] how our own activities are often
in keeping with the ideologies that support the structures of oppression' issues of obvious importance and relevance to those working in CDA.
Phil Graham's paper, 'Predication, Propagation, and Mediation: SFL,
CDA, and the Inculcation of Evaluative-Meaning Systems', focuses on different ways to examine evaluative meanings, or what he calls axiologies,
through the study of mediation, that is, the movement of meaning across
time and space. His definition of media includes: types of media such as
television, radio, and the Internet in which symbolic material is stored; and
text types such as news stories, action movies, and editorials. To situate and
illustrate these axiological meanings, he examines the merging of sitcom
discourse into presidential speeches made by US President Bill Clinton in
his second term. The study of axiological changes through mediation helps
to explain how meanings are moved within and among cultures, providing
analysts with a new way to study how meanings are produced, distributed,
and changed over time and across social boundaries. As Graham notes,
' [we] cannot understand the character of meaning systems in social systems
without understanding the totality of means by which societies store and
move meanings' - an important consideration for researchers in both
SFL and CDA.
Tom Bartlett, in 'Mapping Distinction: Towards a Systemic Representation of Power in Language', focuses on another aspect of evaluative meanings which he examines in terms of increasing delicacy of description in
systemic networks, a different but related extension of the axiologies
described in Graham's paper. Based on data collected in Guyana, South
America, Bartlett describes the communication strategies between members of the Iwokrama International Rainforest Conservation Programme, a
multinational non-government organization (NGO), and local Amerindian
communities - two groups interested in sustainable development of local,
natural resources. Bartlett suggests that his networks of modality and projection at different levels of delicacy 'could be extended by increasing the
range of speakers, the number and type of lexical items employed, and the
speech acts they instantiate, or through a comparison of speakers' performance in different contexts'; and that such multidelicacy can strengthen
CDA research and assist in removing ideological bias by demonstrating a
greater sensitivity to texts and by its applicability to large-scale quantitative
analyses.
In 'Role Prescriptions, Social Practices, and Social Structures: A Sociological Basis for the Contextualization of Analysis in SFL and CDA', José
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Luiz Meurer extends the concept of social context by outlining Anthony
Giddens' structuration theory in greater detail than is usually found in
SFL/CDA research and connecting it more explicitly to SFL and CDA.
Demonstrating its usefulness in an analysis of Noam Chomsky's text in
response to the events of September 11, 2001, he shows how ' intercontextuality, in an analogy to intertextuality and interdiscursivity, [can] refer to the
various contexts that intermesh to influence or determine, and be influenced or determined by, texts, discourses, and other social practices'.
Meurer suggests that Giddens' sociological concepts of rules and resources
as structuring properties of social life can help analysts see how, 'across
chains of practices, different social contexts may impinge upon other contexts' - a notion encapsulated in intercontextuality. Thus, he broadens the
concept of social context in ways related to Graham's ideas about the
movement of meanings within and among cultures through technical
means.
Applied Section: National Identity
The papers in the first part of the Applied Section explore the ways in
which social change affects national identity. The leading paper is Norman
Fairclough's 'Critical Discourse Analysis in Researching Language in the
New Capitalism: Overdetermination, Transdisciplinarity, and Textual
Analysis'. His study examines social changes related to globalization and
new capitalism by focusing on the recent, radical restructuring in economic, political, and social domains as well as the re-scaling of relations
resulting from this restructuring. Fairclough has long maintained that language plays a key role in the process of restructuring because the process is
knowledge-based and is, thus, particularly reliant on language.
Through analysis of a text by British Prime Minister Tony Blair, he illustrates the relationship and the differences between what he labels the
'global' or the new global economy, and national 'space-times'. His analysis
suggests that global space-time deals in 'imaginarles' in that 'it projects ways
of acting and ways of being' as if they were realities instead of possibilities.
Fairclough describes how these 'imaginaries' in neo-liberal representations
of the global economy are positively valued and thus 'colonize' national
space. Finally, he suggests that the combination of interdiscursivity with
transitivity analysis of neo-liberal discourse provides a stronger linkage
between linguistic and social analyses, thereby enabling CDA researchers to
make richer contributions to social research.
Faiz Sathi Abdullah also explores the effect of globalization on national
identity in 'Prolegomena to a Discursive Model of Malaysian National Identity' by examining the question: 'What are we as a Malaysian people?' He
notes that the nature of national identity is already being changed by
'master discourses' of global appropriation such as the neo-liberal texts
described by Fairclough. Abdullah further maintains that the key
denominator in a wide range of discursive types is 'strategic positioning/
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framing on a continuum between nationalist and national ideologies', and
that looking at 'discursive engagement in identity (re)construction' provides insights into the ways in which discourse is produced and interpreted.
In other words, he also suggests that although the state tries to create a
sense of nationhood through what he calls 'official decree' - common
language, education, culture, and ideology - the process is not only, and
not even primarily, a question of political 'space', but more a consideration
of discursive 'space'.
In 'Celebrating Singapore's Development: An Analysis of the Millennium
Stamps', Chng Huang Hoon examines social change and its connection to
national identity by asking a similar question to that of Abdullah - namely,
what it means to be a proud Singaporean in the contemporary, globalized
world. Through an examination of the Millennium Collection - a set of 14
stamps with accompanying texts issued to 'commemorate Singapore's
developmental milestones from a colony to a nation' — Chng explores the
official construction of Singapore's nation-building and identity construction by unpacking the ideological messages in the verbal and visual elements of the stamps. Her analysis of agency through SFL and CDA looks at
what has been included as well as left out of the representation in the texts.
Interestingly, she suggests that the lack of agency serves to include all
Singaporeans in the sense that every citizen is implicated covertly in this
nation-building exercise. Yet, as her conclusion notes: 'The question
remains as to why, at the official level, what Singaporeans should be proud
of is so clear-cut, while at the level of the individual, there remains such a
problem identifying with a Singaporean identity.'
In 'The Representation of Social Actors in the Globe and Mail during the
Break-up of the Former Yugoslavia', Dragana Polovina-Vukovic explores the
consequences of the construction of national identities, not primarily from
a state's viewpoint as in Abdullah and Chng's research, but through outside
'eyes', in this case, those of the Canadian media. She analyses the portrayal
of Albanians, Croats, and Serbs from the perspective of a major Canadian
newspaper, the Globe and Mail, during the ten-year period of the Yugoslavian conflict. Through an SFL analysis, she demonstrates that the ethnic
groups were represented very differently, either as 'villains' or 'victims'.
The result of such media coverage, Polovina-Vukovic suggests, not only
revealed discursive differences in representation but, more importantly,
contributed to Western actions in the Balkans, resulting in deleterious
short- and long-term consequences for those affected: 'Some of them
received no humanitarian aid, some of them were bombed, some of them
were not granted visas in different developed countries, and some of
them are still waiting to return to their homes.'
Applied Section: Institutional Identity

The papers in the second part of the Applied Section explore how
social change has affected discursive and social practices in institutions of
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education, government, and industry. In the leading paper, 'Authority and
Its Role in the Pedagogic Relationship of Schooling', Frances Christie
examines the nature of the contemporary educational institution, focusing
primarily on how knowledge is acquired and the role of the teacher in its
acquisition. Her study, supported by an SFL analysis of classroom talk of
both early and later learners of English as a first language as well as Bernstein's theories of pedagogic discourse, strongly suggests that it is necessary
to reconsider knowledge itself as well as the nature of teacher authority 'in
apprenticing students in their learning'. This focus leads to questions that
frame her paper: 'What constitutes the nature of authority in the pedagogic
relationship of schooling?', 'How is it recognized, and what is its significance in an educational enterprise?' and 'How is it related to the various
models of curriculum and of knowledge that apply in different classrooms?'
Christie suggests that the teacher assists in the construction of knowledge
through the use of 'the regulative register, mediated . . . by the authority of
the teacher'; she also maintains that 'successful teacher authority is essential to the processes of teaching and learning in schools'. Christie concludes by asserting that the social change as reflected in some current
educational theory 'is in need of a major review and reassessment, such that
a renewed understanding is achieved both of the nature of knowledge
offered students in schools, and of the authority teachers must use in
teaching such knowledge to their students'.
Ralph Adendorff s paper, 'The Principal's Book: Discursively Reconstructing a Culture of Teaching and Learning in an Umlazi High School', looks at
the role of educational authority from another perspective. He examines
an educational administrator's text, theBook, which is distributed daily
among all teachers to convey school information - its overt function. However, the principal's discursive practices, including encouraging slogans,
are designed to mobilize the staff and imbue them with a new sense of
identity and purpose as teachers - a much more covert, but also more
contested, function. Adendorff uses Appraisal Theory to analyse this 'ritualized discursive practice', particularly the principal's use of AUTHORITY and
EXHORTATION, to demonstrate 'identity construction, more particularly, the
constitutive effect of discourse (ùieBook) on identities (those of the
teachers and principal) in this context'. In doing so, he also illustrates how
the discourse in the microcosm of a small school reflects the macrocosm of
'the complex and unstable sociopolitical context in post-apartheid South
Africa'.
Débora de Carvalho Figueiredo's 'Representations of Rape in the Discourse of Legal Decisions' introduces a different institutional context - a
study of social change in relation to categorizations of sexual assaults in the
British judicial system over a ten-year period. From a CDA perspective, she
shows that the lexis used in reported appellate decisions (RADs) 'present
the event in different lights, depending on how the assault has been
labelled and categorized'. De Carvalho Figueiredo suggests that this
process reflects and recreates a body of sexual myths and ideological
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presuppositions that determine how 'blame, discipline, and punishment is
judicially apportioned, and who will be cast in the roles of "victim" and
"villain" ' - different discursive constructions of events that result in different judicial adjudications - a finding not unlike that of Polovina-Vukovic's,
whose research on ethnic groups in Yugoslavia also demonstrated that lexical choices in the labelling of people as 'victims' and 'villians' have serious
ramifications.
Claire Harrison and Lynne Young's paper, 'Bureaucratic Discourse: Writing in the "Comfort Zone" ', uses Phasal Analysis, an extension of SFL, to
examine change within another institutional setting - a Government of
Canada department in which there has been a recent, radical reorganization. The study analyses a memo, the first piece of official communication
from a new Assistant Deputy Minister (ADM) to his Branch. Although
designed to build a positive corporate culture among disparate employee
groups, the memo has, woven throughout its linear, 'static' structure, a
second dynamic discursive 'plot' that ultimately undermines its purpose.
The discourse of the new ADM reveals contestation - a personal conflict
between his desire to adhere to the new, open style of management and his
previous 'command-and-control' experience. Harrison and Young point
out that the memo's failure to galvanize staff support demonstrates that
'Bureaucratic discourse, long considered to be useful in maintaining institutional cohesion may, in fact, contribute to the very opposite of its
desired effect by creating staff resentment and resistance to the hierarchical status quo', resulting in an environment that will not appeal to the
type of sophisticated, knowledge workers required in today and tomorrow's
workplace.
Arlene Harvey's paper also examines leadership discourse, but from a
different perspective. In 'Charismatic Business Leader Rhetoric: From
Transaction to Transformation', she analyses a discussion between Steve
Jobs of Apple Computer and his employees over the need to meet an operational deadline, illustrating how his rhetorical focus exhibits transformational leadership, which is visionary and inspirational, as compared to
transactional leadership, which is managerial and pragmatic. Harvey uses an
SFL analysis of the ideational patterning of the text to show how Jobs
successfully shifts into the transformational mode 'through the combined
strategies of abstraction, metaphor, and negative material processes'. She
then focuses on interpersonal issues using Appraisal Theory, specifically
the evaluative sub-systems of AFFECT, APPRECIATION, and JUDGEMENT, to
demonstrate how this 'rhetorically skilful leader . . . can evoke employees'
sense of their own self-worth and efficacy to try to inspire them to perform
beyond expectations, a feature of transformational leadership'. Her analysis has obvious implications for a variety of institutional settings in which
leaders often play a dual role of AUTHORITY and EXHORTATION and of
management and inspiration - the types of roles that have been examined
in the previous three papers.
Inger Lassen, in 'Ideological Resources in Biotechnology Press Releases:

